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Abstract Effects of magnetic field configuration on the day-night asymmetry of chorus occurrence
rate are investigated using a recently developed hybrid code. Previous observational studies show
that dayside chorus occurs in regions where the background magnetic field is nearly homogeneous; these
observations suggest that the magnetic field configuration might play a significant role in the dayside
chorus excitation. In this work, we use a hybrid code to numerically study the threshold conditions
of hot electron distributions required to excite chorus waves for different background magnetic field
inhomogeneities. Our numerical experiments demonstrate that in a magnetic field with smaller
inhomogeneity, smaller temperature anisotropy and smaller number density of hot electrons are needed
to excite chorus waves. This conclusion could help explain the higher occurrence rate of chorus waves on
the dayside compared with that on the nightside especially in quiet times.

1. Introduction

Chorus waves are electromagnetic emissions playing an important role in energetic electron dynamics
in the inner magnetosphere [e.g., Burtis and Helliwell, 1976; Horne and Thorne, 1998]. The spectrogram of
chorus waves typically shows a series of discrete, narrowband rising- or falling-tone elements in the whistler
mode frequency range [e.g., Burtis and Helliwell, 1976]. Chorus waves can cause enhancement of relativistic
electron flux in the outer radiation belt via resonant wave-particle interactions [e.g., Horne et al., 2005; Reeves
et al., 2013; Thorne et al., 2013; Mourenas et al., 2014]. These waves can also scatter hundreds of eV to a few
keV electrons into the loss cone, causing precipitation of energetic electrons and forming diffuse aurora
[Thorne et al., 2010] and pancake distributions [Tao et al., 2011].

Understanding the generation and distribution of chorus waves is important to quantify their effects on
energetic electron dynamics. The distribution of chorus waves in the terrestrial magnetosphere exhibits
a day-night asymmetry, from which the conditions controlling wave generation process can be hinted.
The generation of chorus is believed to be related to the temperature anisotropy of energetic electrons
[Tsurutani and Smith, 1977; Li et al., 2009a]. These anisotropic distributions of electrons can result from
adiabatic heating of plasma sheet electrons as they are transported into the inner magnetosphere during
substorms. It is thus expected that nightside chorus waves are related to substorm activities. While drifting
eastward to the dayside, energetic electrons are scattered into the loss cone by wave-particle interactions
and their density is reduced. Nevertheless, several studies [Burtis and Helliwell, 1976; Tsurutani and Smith,
1977; Meredith et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009b; Agapitov et al., 2013] have demonstrated the high occurrence rate
of chorus waves on the dayside, even during quiet times. For example, Tsurutani and Smith [1977] noted
the relative independence of dayside chorus from magnetic activity and speculated that the generation
of high-latitude dayside chorus might be related to the formation of the “minimum-B pockets” caused by
solar wind compression. Li et al. [2009b] show that the occurrence rate of moderate (10 < ⟨Bw⟩ < 30 pT)
and strong (30 < ⟨Bw⟩ < 100 pT) chorus waves is much larger on the dayside than that on the nightside
especially in the outer magnetosphere, while moderate chorus (10 < ⟨Bw⟩ < 30 pT) is also present on the
dayside during quiet times. Here ⟨Bw⟩ is the average root-mean-square wave amplitude.
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Figure 1. (a) The Earth magnetic field line configura-
tion showing day-night asymmetry calculated using
T01 magnetic field model, assuming solar wind pres-
sure Psw = 3 nT. (b) The ratio of |𝜉N∕𝜉D| as a function
of solar wind pressure at different normalized radial
distances on the equatorial plane.

To understand the generation of chorus waves on the
dayside, Spasojevic and Inan [2010] analyzed wave
data from two Automatic Geophysical Observatories
(AGO) in Antarctica. They found that the occurrence
rates of dayside chorus waves appear to be relatively
independent of geomagnetic activity but are sensi-
tive to solar wind dynamic pressure. Spasojevic and
Inan [2010] have considered several possible factors
that might contribute to the excitation of chorus on the
dayside. These factors include the formation of highly
anisotropic electron distributions due to drift shell split-
ting and the high homogeneity of the background
magnetic field due to solar wind compression of the
dayside magnetosphere. Keika et al. [2012] performed a
case study using conjugate observations made by AGO
and The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interac-
tions during Substorms (THEMIS) [Angelopoulos, 2008].
They found that chorus waves on the dayside occur in
a region where the local magnetic field is nearly uni-
form. Both studies of Spasojevic and Inan [2010] and
Keika et al. [2012] clearly demonstrate the importance
of local magnetic field configuration on the generation
of chorus.

The motivation of this study is to understand the
effects of magnetic field configuration on the day-night
asymmetry of chorus occurrence rate. We perform
a series of numerical experiments to investigate the
threshold conditions of chorus generation using a pre-
viously developed hybrid simulation code DAWN [Tao,
2014]. The implications of our results on the day-night
asymmetric distribution of chorus in the terrestrial
magnetosphere and the excitation of chorus waves in
other situations will also be discussed.

2. Numerical Model and Simulation Setup

We use a recently developed hybrid code DAWN to simulate the generation of chorus [Tao, 2014]. The
DAWN code models cold electrons by linearized fluid equations and hot electrons by particle-in-cell tech-
niques [Birdsall and Langdon, 2004]. The hot electron distribution is modeled as a bi-Maxwellian with
number density nh. The background magnetic field B0 has a dominant z component which is parabolic;
i.e., B0z(z) = B0z(0)(1 + 𝜉z2). Here 𝜉 is the inhomogeneity factor of B0. An inhomogeneous background mag-
netic field is believed to be essential to the chorus excitation. For example, Omura et al. [2008] suggested
that the inhomogeneity of the background magnetic field is important for the formation of currents of res-
onant particles responsible for chorus wave generation. For the dipole component of a planetary magnetic
field near the equatorial plane, 𝜉 = 4.5∕(RpLd)2, where Rp is the planet radius and Ld is the radial distance
on the equatorial plane normalized by Rp [Helliwell, 1967]. The x and y components of the background field
are chosen so that ∇ ⋅ B = 0. The generated chorus waves are parallel propagating only. Successful repro-
duction of realistic features of chorus elements using the DAWN code has been reported in Tao [2014]. For a
detailed description of the code, we refer readers to Tao [2014].

When setting up the numerical model, we note that the solar wind compresses the field lines on the dayside
and stretches the field lines on the nightside, leading to a strong day-night asymmetry in the inhomogene-
ity of the background magnetic field characterized by 𝜉. We show magnetic field lines in the noon-midnight
meridian plane for a given solar wind dynamic pressure Psw = 3 nT in Figure 1a and the ratio of |𝜉N∕𝜉D| as
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Table 1. Common Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Cell size 0.05 c|Ωe0|
−1

Number of cells 6554

Number of masking cells at each end 300

Time step 0.02 |Ωe0|
−1

Number of time steps 5 × 105

Number of particles per cell 2000

Cold electron plasma frequency 𝜔pe 5 |Ωe0|

Parallel thermal velocity w‖ 0.2 c

a function of Psw in Figure 1b. Here
subscripts “N” and “D” refer to the
nightside and the dayside, respec-
tively. Both magnetic field lines and
the ratio of |𝜉N∕𝜉D| are calculated
using T01 magnetic field model
[Tsyganenko, 2002]. All T01 input
parameters but Psw are set to 0 to
emphasize the controlling effect
of Psw on the magnetic field con-
figuration. At a given location, the
inhomogeneity parameter 𝜉 is cal-
culated by fitting the local magnetic

field strength B as a function of the distance s along the field line from the equatorial plane with |s| ≤ 1 RE

using B(s) = B(0)(1 + 𝜉s2) [Tao et al., 2012]. A large solar wind pressure will also form the off-equatorial
“minimum-B” pockets in the outer magnetosphere [Roederer, 1970], as can be seen in Figure 1a. The forma-
tion of the minimum-B pockets on the dayside leads to the nonmonotonic change of |𝜉N∕𝜉D| in Figure 1b at
Ld = 8 and 9 and a negative value of 𝜉D, which is the reason to use the absolute value of 𝜉N∕𝜉D here. As Psw

increases from 1 nT to 3 nT, the inhomogeneity parameter 𝜉N can be larger than 𝜉D by a factor of 4 to more
than 10 at Ld = 7.

Besides the 𝜉 parameter of the background magnetic field, there are two important plasma parameters of
energetic electrons that show strong day-night asymmetry. One is the energetic electron number density
nh and the other is the energetic electron temperature anisotropy A. The scattering of electrons into the
atmosphere by wave-particle interactions as electrons drift from nightside to dayside causes a decrease in
nh on the dayside. At the same time, other factors, like drift shell splitting, lead to an increase in electron
temperature anisotropy on the dayside. Therefore, as a very crude model, we have AN < AD and nh,N > nh,D.
To isolate the effects of the hot electron number density and the temperature anisotropy, we will perform
two sets of simulations. In each set, we will fix one parameter and vary the other.

The common parameters for all simulations done in this work are shown in Table 1. Note that in order to
save computation time, we do not use realistic values of 𝜉 of the terrestrial magnetosphere. Instead, we
use a simulation system that is scaled down in size. Two different 𝜉’s are used to represent the dayside and
the nightside magnetic field in this work. For dayside magnetosphere, we use 𝜉D = 2.16 × 10−5 c−2Ω2

e0,
which corresponds to the dipole field of a virtual planet with Rp = RE∕4 at Ld = 8. For nightside magne-
tosphere, we use 𝜉N = 4𝜉D = 8.62 × 10−5 c−2Ω2

e0 to represent the day-night asymmetry of the magnetic
field. Here c is the speed of light in vacuum and Ωe0 is the signed electron cyclotron frequency on the
equatorial plane (z = 0). Please note that when discussing dayside or nightside simulation results in the next
section, we refer to those of this virtual planet with Rp = RE∕4.

3. Simulation Results
3.1. Fixed nh and Varying Temperature Anisotropy A
In this section, we set the hot electron number density to be nh = 0.6% nc and vary only its temperature
anisotropy in both dayside and nightside cases. Subscripts “h” and “c” refer to hot and cold electrons, respec-
tively. In order to find the threshold temperature anisotropy to excite chorus waves, we perform a series of
simulations for a given 𝜉. Starting from a relatively small temperature anisotropy, we increase A by increas-
ing perpendicular thermal velocity w⟂ by 0.02 c in each simulation. The threshold temperature anisotropy is
obtained when a discrete chorus element is observed in the simulation.

Figures 2a and 2b show the frequency-time spectrograms of the generated wave field on the dayside for
A = 1.72 (w⟂ = 0.33 c) and 2.06 (w⟂ = 0.35 c), respectively. Figures 2c and 2d show the wave spectrograms on
the nightside for A = 5.5 (w⟂ = 0.51 c) and 6.02 (w⟂ = 0.53 c), respectively. These spectrograms demonstrate
that the threshold temperature anisotropy for chorus excitation on the dayside is A = 2.06, about 3 times
smaller than the threshold temperature anisotropy A = 6.02 on the nightside. Hence, a larger 𝜉 requires a
larger temperature anisotropy to excite chorus waves if other parameters are fixed.
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Figure 2. Wave spectrograms for different simulation settings: (a) Dayside case with A = 1.72 and nh∕nc = 0.6%. (b) Day-
side case with A = 2.06 and nh∕nc = 0.6%. (c) Nightside case with A = 5.5 and nh∕nc = 0.6%. (d) Nightside case with
A = 6.02 and nh∕nc = 0.6%. (e) Nightside case with A = 2.06 and nh∕nc = 1.36%. (f ) Nightside case with A = 2.06 and
nh∕nc = 1.53%.

3.2. Fixed A and Varying Hot Electron Number Density nh

In this section, we fix the temperature anisotropy A = 2.06 and vary nh to find the minimum hot electron

number density needed to excite chorus. We use the nightside case here as an example to illustrate how we
perform our simulations. First, we find a value of nh = nh0 such that nh0 and A = 2.06 result in roughly the

same maximum linear growth rate [Kennel and Petschek, 1966] on the equatorial plane as nh = 0.6% nc and
A = 6.02, because chorus elements can be generated with nh = 0.6% nc and A = 6.02 in the nightside case

as we have shown in section 3.1. The value of nh0 for the nightside case is approximately 1.7% nc. Then we
perform a series of simulations where we decrease or increase nh by 10% of nh0 in each simulation to obtain

the minimum nh to excite chorus waves. Figures 2e and 2f show the wave spectrograms for the nightside
case with nh = 1.36% nc and nh = 1.53% nc, respectively. So the minimum nh for chorus excitation is 1.53% nc

for the nightside case.

For the dayside case, chorus elements can be generated with A = 2.06 and nh = 0.6% nc as we have shown

in section 3.1; the value of nh0 is 0.6% nc. Therefore, we can save computation time by only decreasing
nh by 10% nh0 in each simulation. No chorus element can be found in the simulation with nh = 0.54% nc in

the dayside case; the resulting spectrogram is similar to the one shown in Figure 2a. Therefore, the minimum
nh is 0.6% nc for the dayside case.

By comparing dayside and nightside simulation results, we conclude that a larger inhomogeneity factor

requires a higher hot electron number density to excite chorus waves for a given temperature anisotropy.
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Figure 3. Linear growth rates of whistler waves calculated using the
threshold electron distributions on the equatorial plane for dayside
and nightside cases. The blue line is for the dayside case (𝜉 = 𝜉D) with
A= 2.06 and nh∕nc = 0.6%. Red lines are for the nightside case with
𝜉N = 4𝜉D . The dashed red line is for A = 2.06 and nh∕nc = 1.5%; the
solid red line is for A = 6.02 and nh∕nc = 0.6%.

4. Discussion and Summary

In this work, we studied the effects of mag-
netic field configuration on the day-night
asymmetric distribution of chorus occur-
rence rate by investigating the threshold
conditions of chorus excitation. The linear
growth rates calculated using those
threshold plasma parameters on the equa-
torial plane are shown in Figure 3. Our
major result is that the nearly uniform
magnetic field on the dayside significantly
lowers the threshold condition of chorus
excitation, while the stretched nightside
magnetic field requires a higher value
of temperature anisotropy or hot elec-
tron number density to generate chorus.
Based on this result, we conclude that
the magnetic field configuration plays an
important role in the day-night asymme-
try of chorus occurrence rate distribution.

Our results can also explain the dependence of dayside chorus occurrence rate on the solar wind pressure
observed by Spasojevic and Inan [2010], because solar wind pressure has a direct control on the shape of the
magnetosphere. In summary, our results suggest that the generation of dayside chorus is a balance between
the loss of energetic electrons due to pitch angle scattering caused by wave-particle interactions as elec-
trons drift toward dayside, the enhanced electron temperature anisotropy on the dayside due to drift shell
splitting, and the reduced threshold conditions of excitation of chorus due to the smaller inhomogeneity
caused by solar wind compression.

One possible physical explanation of our results is that a smaller inhomogeneity factor 𝜉 lowers the thresh-
old wave amplitude that can cause nonlinear phase trapping and phase bunching of electrons [e.g., Inan
et al., 1978]. These nonlinear motions of electrons are closely related to the generation of chorus waves.
However, unlike emissions triggered by a seeding coherent wave [e.g., Dysthe, 1971], chorus wave genera-
tion normally involves a linear growth phase when a finite spectrum of whistler waves are excited, as can be
seen in Figures 2 and 3. Previous theories about phase trapping and bunching of electrons were developed
assuming a coherent wave [e.g., Dysthe, 1971]. Therefore, we cannot directly apply those theories to derive
quantitatively the threshold wave amplitude of chorus generation without any justification. We leave the
investigation of this problem a subject of future work.

Finally, it should be noted that although we started this work to understand the day-night asymmetric
distribution of terrestrial chorus occurrence rate, our conclusions also have implications for chorus wave
generation in other situations. One example is the generation of whistler waves at magnetotail dipolariza-
tion fronts [Panov et al., 2013; Viberg et al., 2014]. It would be interesting to investigate whether discrete
chorus elements are present using high-resolution wave data and how the occurrence of chorus waves, if
present, is related to the change of local magnetic field inhomogeneity. Another one is the chorus wave
generation at other planets, e.g., Saturn [Hospodarsky et al., 2008]. The radius of Saturn is about 10 times
larger than the radius of Earth, i.e., RS ≈ 10 RE . On the equatorial plane, BS(r = RS) ≈ BE(r = RE). Here sub-
scripts “S” and “E” refer to Saturn and Earth, respectively. If we approximate the inner magnetic field of both
planets by a dipole field, then at a given L shell, 𝜉S ≈ 𝜉E∕100. Provided that other plasma conditions at the
two planets are similar, the minimum free energy required to excite chorus at Saturn should be smaller than
that needed at Earth. This difference in the threshold conditions of chorus excitation should be verifiable by
observations made at Saturn and Earth.
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